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The Western Distributor Project
The Western Distributor will potentially have far reaching effects on the Hobsons Bay
community, including how local areas look and how people travel. It is Council’s role to
advocate for the best possible outcomes for the Hobsons Bay community throughout the
design and construction of the Western Distributor.
At the Ordinary Council meeting on 14 June 2016 Council endorsed the release of
Hobsons Bay City Council’s Interim Position on the Project for community feedback.
The consultation undertaken in July and August included information received via the
Council website, Council’s Participation portal, information from meetings and telephone
calls with residents, industry and community organisations.
In July 2016 Transurban released the Reference Design to three shortlisted tenderers
and a public version. Following the release of the public information, Council received
an update on the 26 July 2016 on the degree to which this public information aligned
with Council’s Interim Position on the Western Distributor. The key difference being the
alignment of the Hyde Street access ramps.
At the Ordinary Council meeting on 23 August 2016, Council considered the community
comments received and finalised its position on the Project, adopting a number of
Project Recommendations and Requirements to submit to the Project Team (attached).
This amended version is substantively the same and now addresses some gaps and
strengthens some points, is clearer and more direct - as requested by the community.
The recommendations have been colour coded to highlight the differences between the
Interim and Final Council Position.
Further community consultation and engagement will continue over the life of the project.
Information on the feedback received and the updated Council position is available
online at http://www.hobsonsbay.vic.gov.au/Council/Council-meetings/Council-Meetingagendas-minutes
For more information about the state government’s Western Distributor project visit
www.westerndistributorproject.vic.gov.au
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Council’s adopted
1
recommendations
Adopted 23 August 2016
The Council’s Interim Position on the Western Distributor Project has been updated following the
community feedback. The following colour coding applies to represent the changes made to the
Interim Position to develop the Hobsons Bay City Council Position on the Western Distributor
Project August 2016:
Same item and no changes made
Item in Interim Position modified.
New item
Hobsons Bay City Council Position Western Distributor Project August 2016
That Council:
1.

Notes the feedback from the Hobsons Bay community on the state government’s 		
Western Distributor Project (Project).

2.

As a result of the community consultation, and pending further information and the
completion of the Environmental Effects Statement (EES), adopts an updated
Hobsons Bay Council position, specifically this resolution in full and the Council
document titled – Hobsons Bay Project Requirements – Principles, Objectives and
Performance Measures for the Western Distributor Project – and advocates they be
included in the EES.

3.

Continues to advocate for the provision of an additional cross city transport corridor
from the Western Ring Road to the Eastern Freeway as envisaged in the 2008 East
West Link Needs Assessment (Eddington Study).

4.

Supports the long tunnel option on the basis that it appears to impose less direct
impact on the community and is integrated into the existing West Gate Freeway
corridor.

5.

Advocates for an option to be included in the EES for both ramps to be located north
of the West Gate Freeway ensuring appropriate protection and enhancement of the
Stony Creek environs.
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Council adopted recommendations
Adopted 23 August 2016

Traffic and Transport
6.

Reinforces to the Project team that existing traffic congestion on Hyde Street and
Douglas Parade will be exacerbated by two new ramp connections onto Hyde Street
and innovative traffic solutions at these intersections as part of the Project is essential
to keep local traffic moving.

7.

Advocates on behalf of local industry and urges the Project team to reconsider the use
of Simcock Avenue given the significant potential access and egress issues for current
business and including the potential for traffic conflict with on-ramp traffic.

8.

Ensures the Project introduces other strategies to mitigate adverse traffic impacts on
Hobsons Bay through toll and truck ban avoidance.

9.

Seeks as part of the Project, an additional north south connection across the freeway
corridor between the existing freeway interchanges, to reduce demand on already
congested routes specifically Williamstown/Melbourne Road, Millers Road and Grieve
Parade.

10.

Seeks as a part of the Project to implement truck bans on Blackshaws Road, Hudsons
Road, High Street, Mason Street and Kororoit Creek Road (east of Millers Road) with
the purpose to mitigate toll avoidance in the truck only tolled section of the Westgate
Freeway from Grieve Parade to Melbourne/Williamstown Road. Noting that local
businesses with a destination point within these areas would be exempt from these
truck bans.

11.

Seeks as a part of the Project to exempt trucks travelling to and from the Spotswood
Industrial Precinct, from the proposed Francis Street truck ban so that they can
continue to access the freeway ramps at Melbourne/Williamstown Road.

12.

Reinforces to the Project team that the existing freeway interchanges at Melbourne/
Williamstown Road, Millers Road and Grieve Parade are already congested and the
Project must consider improvements to capacity and access for all vehicles entering
and exiting the freeway at these interchanges and other key points.

13.

Advocates to the Project team to include freeway access ramps at the intersection
of Dohertys Road to allow: west bound access to the freeway from Dohertys Road;
north bound access to the Western Ring Road from Dohertys Road and south bound
access to Dohertys Road from the Western Ring Road.

14.

Advocates to the Project team to construct the 1 kilometre missing link section of the
Kororoit Creek Trail, north of the Princes Highway to connect with the existing section
within Wyndham City to south of Grieve Parade to connect with the trail to be built
jointly by Toyota Motor Corporation of Australia and Hobsons Bay City Council by July
2017.

15.

Advocates to incorporate the further construction of the Federation Trail as part of the
Project as a continuous off road shared path from Fogarty Avenue to the Coastal Bay
Trail and upgrade the existing condition of the Federation Trail west of Millers Road.

16.

Advocates for improved public transport priority measures and enhanced cycling
and pedestrian connections at strategic points along and across the freeway corridor
particularly at the interchanges.
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Council adopted recommendations
Adopted 23 August 2016

Amenity and Community Wellbeing
17.

Continue to reinforce to the Project team the need for durable, high quality, attractive
and effective sound walls, barriers and lighting to protect the amenity of residents,
open space, facilities and future residential development sites (e.g. Precinct 15)
along the entire Project corridor through Hobsons Bay, including adoption of the
high standard of quality as demonstrated by the best examples within metropolitan
motorway networks.

18.

Advocates that the applicable noise objective for modifications to the existing West
Gate Freeway alignment including access lanes to the southern tunnel portal entrance
and freeway widening, interchange connections and Hyde Street ramps will have
a noise level target below 63 dB(A) as referenced in the VicRoads Traffic Noise
Reduction Policy 2005.

19.

Requires that the Project team mitigate impacts as a result of the Project for local
residents through any loss of amenity along the Project corridor.

20.

Receive assurance that all steps will be taken to mitigate the impacts associated with
the Project during construction on the amenity of local residents, open space and the
transport network.

21.

Highlights to the Project team that the on-ramp south of the freeway will likely shorten
the 9th tee of the Westgate Golf Course to a point that the viability of the golf course is
at risk.

22.

Requires that the Project team mitigate pollution emissions, noise and any loss
of open space or facilities for the Emma MacLean Kindergarten as a result of the
Project.

23.

Requires that the Project team mitigate loss of or impact to open space and club
facilities specifically for the Spotswood Football Club and Spotswood Cricket Club
based at Don MacLean Reserve.

24.

Requires that the Project team mitigate any loss to existing open space and
functionality for community use and enjoyment specifically the Stony Creek Reserve,
The Avenue Reserve, Lynch Road Reserve and WLJ Crofts Reserve.

25.

Ensure the Project replaces any vegetation and tree canopy removed or adversely
impacted by the proposal.

26.

Request the Project team seeks confirmation from other land managers such as
VicRoads and VicTrack of their intentions for remnant land adjacent to or in the
vicinity of the Project so as to maximise opportunities to improve the amenity or the
functionality of these sites consistent with the Council’s position on the Project.

27.

Advocates for the incorporation of water sensitive design and construction, including
water harvesting for roadside landscaping, open space and recreation sports ground
irrigation.
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Adopted 23 August 2016

Other
28.

Requests the proposed details and alignment for the undergrounding of power lines:
a.

be released to the public as soon as possible

b.

avoids residential streets

c.

minimises impacts to residents, infrastructure and open space

d.
			

ensures that the sites previously occupied by above ground power structures
be optimised to improve residential amenity and functionality, and

e.
			

ensures that all new above ground infrastructure is appropriately designed
and screened to minimise impacts on residents and open space.

29.

Advocates for the inclusion of social procurement provisions within the tender
documents that strengthen the local economy through the creation of local jobs and
sourcing of services and goods from local businesses.

30.

Publish Council’s August 2016 position for public and stakeholder access noting that
further community consultation and engagement will continue over the life of the
Project.

Item Deleted:
A: Provide in principle support to the objectives of the Western Distributor Project to
reduce congestion on the West Gate Freeway and to provide an alternative connection
for the West Gate corridor to the city and the northern suburbs.
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Hobsons Bay Project Requirements

Principles, Objectives and
Performance Measures
for the Western Distributor Project

Adopted August 2016

Principle 1
An efficient, integrated
and sustainable transport
network outcome

Hobsons Bay Objectives
for the Western Distributor Project

Maintain or improve efficiency of travel for all modes of transport (pedestrian, cycling, public
transport and vehicle)
Maintain and improve access and connectivity throughout Hobsons Bay and surrounding areas
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Performance Measures

against which Hobsons Bay will assess the Western Distributor project
The Project will:
1.1

Reduce congestion and travel times, particularly on key routes such as Douglas 		
Parade / Hyde Street, Millers and Melbourne Roads, during and after construction

1.2

Promote and increase mode share (public transport, cycling and walking),
particularly to offset impacts during construction

1.3

Facilitate efficient movement for truck traffic from industrial areas, particularly 		
Spotswood and the Altona North Industrial precinct

1.4

Reduce truck traffic in residential areas using a combination of strategies such 		
as truck curfews and physical modifications to key routes such as Hudsons Road and
Blackshaws Road

1.5

Maintain and improve existing pedestrian, cycling and vehicle access and connections

1.6

Allow for and deliver new pedestrian and cycling connections that are safe and 		
functional i.e. connect to the existing network

1.7

Allow for new, cross-freeway north-south vehicle connections in Hobsons Bay

1.8

Improve Hobsons Bay access to the CBD and the Port

1.9

Have measures to prevent rat-running through Hobsons Bay streets

1.10

Create direct, accessible, safe and user friendly pedestrian and cycling connections
that are well integrated with surrounding destinations and connections and built to
relevant international best practice.

1.11

Ensure that on road public transport reliability is improved.
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Principle 2
Positive livability, amenity
and community wellbeing
outcomes

Hobsons Bay Objectives
for the Western Distributor Project

Protect and improve the quality of life of the Hobsons Bay community
Avoid or mitigate risks to public health and safety
Achieve no net loss of open space area, functionality and amenity
Reduce noise and air quality impacts
Stimulate economic growth and tourism
Mitigate impacts to recreation and community services and facilities
Protect amenity and avoid impacts to adjacent properties and public spaces
Achieve high quality design outcomes
Conserve and celebrate local character and cultural values
Successfully establish and maintain landscapes
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Performance Measures

against which Hobsons Bay will assess the Western Distributor project
The Project will:
2.1

Avoid open space impacts or provide suitable alternatives that are directly 			
accessible to the local community and fit for purpose

2.2

Demonstrate that all potential public health and safety risks have been identified 		
and put agreed mitigation and protection measures in place

2.3

Avoid impacts to community and recreation facilities or provide agreed mitigation 		
measures or alternatives to current day standards that are directly accessible to the
local community

2.4

Create local jobs and improve access to employment for Hobsons Bay residents 		
both during and after construction

2.5

Improve access to and awareness of tourist destinations within Hobsons Bay

2.6

Mitigate noise impacts to standards that are to international best practice

2.7

Achieve no net loss of tree canopy cover and green infrastructure

2.8

Identify expected increases in urban heat from loss of canopy cover and increased
hard surfaces and provide immediate and long-term mitigation measures within 		
affected areas

2.9

Identify air quality impacts and mitigate to EPA standards both during and after 		
construction

2.10

Ensure contaminated material and air emissions are managed to EPA requirements

2.11

Avoid overshadowing of adjacent properties and open space

2.12

Avoid compulsory acquisition of residential properties

2.13

Protect or improve views from adjacent properties and public spaces

2.14

Conserve heritage values and be sympathetic to the character of the local area in
the urban design response

2.15

Ensure that remnant land along the Project corridor in Hobsons Bay be landscaped
and accessible to the public where possible
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Principle 3
An environmentally
responsible project

Hobsons Bay Objectives
for the Western Distributor Project
Reduce Greenhouse emissions
Minimise water use and improve the quality of receiving waters
Use alternative, renewable energy sources wherever possible
Protect ecological and habitat values
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Performance Measures

against which Hobsons Bay will assess the Western Distributor project
The Project will:
3.1

Quantify expected emissions using Greenhouse modelling as per the guidelines 		
developed for major road projects

3.2

Demonstrate that Greenhouse emissions will be mitigated during construction and
in the long term

3.3

Include best practice pollution control measures to protect floodplains and receiving
waters

3.4

Use materials and products that are renewable or minimise energy consumption

3.5

Protect significant flora, fauna, habitats and ecological systems

3.6

Utilise best practice environment management plans and construction techniques,
for example: weed, silt and dust management
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Principle 4
A genuine commitment
to consult with the
community

Hobsons Bay Objectives
for the Western Distributor Project

Ensure that the design and delivery of the Western Distributor respects and considers and
reflects the views of the Hobsons Bay community.

Performance Measures

against which Hobsons Bay will assess the Western Distributor project
The Project will:
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4.1

Consult and engage genuinely with all affected stakeholders throughout the life of the
project

4.2

Ensure adequate time and information is provided for proper consideration and 		
formulation of a response

4.3

Provide sufficient information in a clear format upon which to formulate a response

4.4

Ensure transparency of information, decisions and processes throughout the project
life

Principle 5
A value for money
outcome

Hobsons Bay Objectives
for the Western Distributor Project

Ensure that the planning, construction and maintenance of the Western Distributor project
does not incur additional costs to ratepayers
Ensure that the Western Distributor project makes good economic sense and stated
objectives can be achieved

Performance Measures

against which Hobsons Bay will assess the Western Distributor project
The Project will:
5.1

Demonstrate to community that the project represents the best option available to
government to meet the relevant policy objective

5.2

Ensure that performance indicators for the tender are reviewed and endorsed by the
Technical Reference Group

5.3

Ensure that maintenance and management of landscapes and structures are 		
undertaken at no cost to ratepayers

5.4

Utilise quality materials and finishes to reduce maintenance requirements
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Principle 6
Planning for
future growth

Hobsons Bay Objectives
for the Western Distributor Project

Ensure that the Western Distributor does not compromise optimal outcomes for future
development in Hobsons Bay.

Performance Measures

against which Hobsons Bay will assess the Western Distributor project
The Project will:
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6.1

Allow sufficient room for construction of future vehicle, pedestrian and cycling 		
connections

6.2

Provide sufficient capacity/ traffic management to ensure traffic from new 			
development is not adversely impacted

6.3

Provide innovative solutions to manage increased traffic demand and congestion,
particulary at the freeway interchanges at Melbourne Road and Millers Road.

6.4

Ensure that future growth options are not compromised

